PTZOPTICS
Broadcast & Conference Camera

The PTZoptics 12X-NDI ZCAM is a 1080p camera with 12X optical zoom for capturing HD images at long distances. With support for NDI|HX, 3G-SDI, and IP streaming (H.264, H.265, & MJPEG), this camera is ideal for broadcasting high definition video signals for broadcast, recording, or video conferencing applications.

KEY FEATURES

- Panasonic 1/2.7" HD CMOS Sensor
- 3G-SDI & NDI®|HX High Definition Video Output
- H.264, H.265, & MJPEG IP streaming output (dual stream)
- AAC Audio encoding over IP
- High performance in low light scenarios
- Full 1920x1080p HD Resolutions up to 60 FPS via SDI (30 FPS over NDI)
- 3G-SDI, & NDI or IP streaming (Both simultaneously)
- Std 1/4-20 female thread for camera mounting (bottom)
- PoE (Power over Ethernet) or 12VDC
- RTMP, RTSP, and NDI|HX
- Hold left button on Menu Navigation for 5+ seconds to toggle Dynamic or Static IP addressing
- 5-year warranty
- Photobooth capable

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
12X NDI|HX ZCAM Camera
Power Adapter
PoE Splitter*
Quick Start Guide
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